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Proposed ArchitectureProposed Architecture

In this proposed collider, an ILC-type super-conducting linac has been considered. The electron beam has In this proposed collider, an ILC-type super-conducting linac has been considered. The electron beam has 
two possible energies achievable in two steps: 70 GeV and 140 GeV. The first one is to maximize the two possible energies achievable in two steps: 70 GeV and 140 GeV. The first one is to maximize the 
luminosity and to perform low-x Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) studies. The second one aims to study luminosity and to perform low-x Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) studies. The second one aims to study 
high-Q² interactions, with new physics discoveries as primary objectives.high-Q² interactions, with new physics discoveries as primary objectives.

QCDe/LHeCQCDe/LHeC is a lepton-proton collider, proposed for the post-LHC era. Two different options are  is a lepton-proton collider, proposed for the post-LHC era. Two different options are 
being considered: linac-ring type and ring-ring type. Our research interests are focused on the being considered: linac-ring type and ring-ring type. Our research interests are focused on the 
first option described below. This option, with an addition of a laser beam has also the possibility first option described below. This option, with an addition of a laser beam has also the possibility 
of achieving high energy gamma-proton collisions, previously unavailable to science.of achieving high energy gamma-proton collisions, previously unavailable to science.
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Step 1: Low-x QCD StudiesStep 1: Low-x QCD Studies

Colliding 70 GeV electron beam versus 7 TeV Colliding 70 GeV electron beam versus 7 TeV 
proton beam gives us unique opportunity to proton beam gives us unique opportunity to 
blaze the trails of QCD at the LHC energies, thus blaze the trails of QCD at the LHC energies, thus 
complement the LHC.complement the LHC.

Step 2: High-Q² Discovery StudiesStep 2: High-Q² Discovery Studies

With increased energy, studies of beyond the With increased energy, studies of beyond the 
Standard Model interactions and particles become Standard Model interactions and particles become 
possible: leptoquarks, excited fermions, etc.possible: leptoquarks, excited fermions, etc.

@@  CERNCERN

Our ResponsibilitiesOur Responsibilities

➔Defining and engineering linac parametersDefining and engineering linac parameters
➔Detector design and optimizationDetector design and optimization
➔Search for new physics and data miningSearch for new physics and data mining

TOBB-ETÜTOBB-ETÜ

Turkish institutes have received funding from the Scientific and Technological Research 
Council of Turkey (TUBITAK) and the Turkish Atomic Energy Authority (TAEK).
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Designing the Electron LINACDesigning the Electron LINAC

We calculated the electron-proton collider We calculated the electron-proton collider 
luminosity as a function of the electron beam energy luminosity as a function of the electron beam energy 
for different electron beam power values. Lower for different electron beam power values. Lower 
electron beam energy is compatible with  Step 1, electron beam energy is compatible with  Step 1, 
whereas higher electron beam energy results in whereas higher electron beam energy results in 
about factor of two less luminosity in Step 2.about factor of two less luminosity in Step 2.
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